
Chris
the Contributor

ibPublish Persona

How does he use ibPublish?
Uses the create content button to submit articles.

Uploads videos, photos. Writes, or at least starts, 
stories (which editor later completes).

Goals and Motivations
Needs ways to simplify & speed up uploads 
from the field. An efficient phone app 
(or mobile version of the CMS), would be great.

Wants a way to edit images in the CMS.

Wants fast workflows with defaults included.

Role
Works in the newsroom part of the time, split-
ting his job between "doing Web stuff" and 
doing on-site reporting (on camera).

Managing social media is one of his primary 
responsibilities.

He reports up through the newsroom chain of 
command.

Primarily responsible for posting a specific 
number of articles and videos per shift.

Is under a lot of pressure to do his job.

“Must. Upload. ALL THE VIDEOS!”

Demographic Details
Has a college degree in broadcasting/ journal-
ism.

Primarily uses laptop and/or smartphone to do 
his job. 

May use a Dell (PC) computer, and Android OR 
iPhone.

Age 37.



Brit 
the Builder and Fixer

ibPublish Persona

How does she use ibPublish?
Spends a lot of time in ibPublish, knows (or cre-
ated) workarounds when needed.

Uses the Desktop Editor more than she should 
(needs to understand how users use it).

Accesses the API periodically.

Goals and Motivations
Needs better documentation.

Wants access to a designer.

Wants shortcuts.

Role
Is an internal superuser tasked with setting up 
websites and mobile apps.

Is also is charged with helping the Contributor 
and Site Editor.

Troubleshoots issues for people who report 
problems.

Sometimes creates new features.

“I <3 templates.”

Demographic Details
Knows CSS and Javascript and considers self an 
expert in the CMS.

Has superuser rights in the system
Builds and manages sections and sites.

Is geek. May not have degree in computing but 
breathes technology.

Work setup: powerful, up to date, fine-tuned for 
speed and with very personalized tools.

Age: 28.



Elizabeth
the Editor

ibPublish Persona

How does she use ibPublish?
Spends most of her day in ibPublish, creating con-
tent and managing other peoples' content

Sometimes builds channels, but is likely to file a 
ticket to get channel built as well

Uses Shared Content on her site

Probably has superuser rights in the CMS for her 
client group

Uses desktop editor when web editor workflows 
don't do the job as easily.

Always has top story collection open.

Becomes point person when breaking news hits.

Goals and Motivations
Needs the web editor to work faster and better.

Needs a more visual/intuitive way to create 
pages.

Needs to spend less of her time training people 
to use IB's products.

Wants a CMS that works on an iPad. Making 
small edits while away from newsroom would 
be great.

Wants: to have a better sky-high/overview look 
of what's going on with her site (in the CMS)

Role
Likely reports to the news director.

Helps her corporate leads understand techni-
cal issues.

Is the SME in newsroom, on the CMS.

Usually has a few other staff dedicated to the 
site, including a hub and social editors.

May also be a personnel manager (of the 
above staff).

Spends a lot of time looking at analytics and 
Chartbeat, and trying to boost pageviews, 
visits and visitors

“I never have enough time.”

Demographic Details
Digs technology but sometimes is so in the thick of 
the workflow that innovation with journalism misses 
her. Will take a good idea/function and run with it 
but sometimes may miss the point of it.

Has been doing this for awhile but may have a print 
background.

Works at a desktop computer most of the time, with 
Photoshop & video editing tools. 

May even use other CMSs and social tools.

Probably has an iPhone. Spends a lot of leisure 
time on a tablet.

Age 34



Hallie 
the Hub or IBNC Editor

ibPublish Persona

How does she use ibPublish?
Posts content to a client shared pool for display 
across some or all of client sites.

Posts content from local site pools.

Often updates the Top Story area of client sites and 
the Alert Bar.

Goals and Motivations
Needs a reliable breaker system.

Wants To send a breaker that is JUST a head-
line (with no story yet).

Role
Is responsible for posting content and break-
ing news to sites when local staff is not in 
newsroom.

Works out of a station, but is responsible for a 
section of sites as defined by client.

Manages mix of content needs of different 
sites (has to handle opt-outs as needed).

OR works at IB HQ on the IBNC team, posting 
content and sending alerts.

“What? We sent out
  a duplicate push alert?!?”

Demographic Details
Has a degree in journalism and several years of 
experience in web content strategy.

Innovation (i.e. social media, mobile apps, a new 
CMS) almost always adds more work to his plate, 
especially in the short term.

Started work in a different role in a station. Maybe 
as video staff... producer... on-air talent.

Toolset: laptop and smartphone.

Frequently works independently - either alone, off-
hours in station or from home.

Is a supreme multi-tasker, switching contexts fre-
quently (social to story body to CNN on TV to etc...)

Age: 33



Dan
the Demonstrator

ibPublish Persona

How does he use ibPublish?
Is not a regular user of ibPublish but understands 
the basic structure, workflow, pain points and wins.

Works to tell a story during a demo - using the 
product intermittently.

Goals and Motivations
Needs simple workflows that give visual feed-
back.

Wants all the complicated actions to be hidden 
from the user.

Wants a great UX!

Role
Presents ibPublish functionality to potential 
and current customers.

Speaks with IB execs and technical teams 
regularly.

Speaks with client reps (about product) peri-
odically.

Has a good understanding of client opinion of 
product.

“Make this look really easy.”

Demographic Details
Is tech-savvy and an early adopter.

More concerned with the "why" of 
technology/innovation than the "how".

Toolset: Macbook air & iPhone user.

Uses Powerpoint and Excel.

Age: 40.
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